SAFER SPACES FOR
WOMEN AND GIRLS
A pilot demonstrating partnership, technology and
data-driven insights into women's lived experiences of
violence and harassment public spaces.
WRITTEN BY:
UN Women UK unwomenuk.org
Safe & the City safeandthecity.com
The reports of individuals across London

FUELLED BY:
Northbank Business Improvement District kindly
sponsored the costs of creating this pilot

THE ISSUE
Scale

Opportunity

Studies have shown that sexual
harassment is the most common
form of violence against women
across the EU. 64% of women of
all ages and 85% of women aged
16-24 in the UK report having
experienced sexual harassment
in public spaces. Verbal
harassment is a regular
occurrence for 38% of 14-21
year-olds, while 15% said they
were touched or groped at least
once a month.

UN Women's global programme Safe Cities & Safe
Public Spaces is the first ever global programme that
develops, implements, and evaluates tools, policies and
comprehensive approaches on the prevention of and
response to sexual harassment and other forms of
violence against women and girls across different
settings. In 2016, London committed to joining this
programme - an important step forward in addressing
the issues closer to home.

These experiences are familiar
to many, impacting choices,
behaviours and perceptions of
safety across public spaces.
References: Violence against women: An EU-wide
survey, European Agency for Fundamental
Rights, 2015; End Violence Against Women
Coalition (SPP0096); Street Harassment It’s Not
Ok, Plan International UK, 2018

Safe & the City is the street-smart app helping you get
to your destination not just the fastest way, but the safer
one. They combine official police and crowdsourced
incidents to inform people along their ways while
building intelligence needed to create safer, more
inclusive spaces to walk, study, shop, work and live.
Together, UN Women UK and Safe & the City,
supported by the Northbank Business Improvement
District, have come together to reveal the scale of the
problem through a pilot analysis of real-time reports of
sexual harassment and violence.

Time to take action
This is only the beginning: the aim of this pilot is to demonstrate the need for pubilc and
private engagement, investment and action to bring visibility to otherwise unreported
incidents, and transform the lives of women and girls across the UK and beyond.
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THE PROJECT
UN Women UK and Safe & the City partnered to
gain new understanding of the scale of sexual
harassment and violence in public spaces.
By analysing the data collected by Safe & the City, their insights
demonstrate the potential of utilising technology and data to progress the
UN Sustainable Development Goals. This includes exposing data gaps on
women's experiences of safety, inclusion and freedom, in order to prevent
violence, inform solution design, and transform public spaces.
UN Women UK and Safe & the City conducted this pilot with a sample of
anonymised data across the Greater London area, totalling 394 individual
reports. These reports included category of incident, time of incident,
location of incident and qualitative free-form text, to provide rich insight
into the real-time reporting of experiences of sexual harassment and
violence.
Image 1: Greater London incident reports taken
from study period

Image 2: Safe & the City
reporting app screen

Reporting categories
Sexual assault

Stalking

Touching/
groping

Spiking drinks

Indecent
exposure

Catcalling/
commenting

Non-verbal/
gestures

Taking
pictures

Poor
lighting

Note: image 1 is the previous iconography of Safe & the City. Poor lighting not included in analysis as incident of violence.
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KEY FINDINGS
By analysing the anonymised crowdsourced reports
provided, the most frequently reported types of incident,
location and time were identified.
Though this study is an initial pilot only, the findings
demonstrate a series of clear insights requiring further
investigation to prevent violence in public spaces - with a
particular focus on the experiences of women and girls.
These findings may not surprise you, but we hope they
will encourage concerted action from businesses,
organisations and communities.

WHAT

Many of the incidents recorded were unsettling
comments, catcalling, touching and groping.

WHEN

The time trends detected indicate many incidents
were reported during London rush hour, in crowded
public spaces.

WHERE

As Safe & the City is a navigation app, the majority of
reports occured in the streets, parks, and while taking
public transport.
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SO WHAT?

Experiences of fear, aggression and helplessness cropped up
repeatedly in the free-text descriptions. Over half of the incidents
reported in this pilot are not currently illegal, though research
clearly demonstrates the negative impact and limiting effect on
mental health and self-determination. The increase in reporting of
'upskirting' since it was made illegal in the UK demonstrates the
efficacy of legislative interventions in preventing violent acts.
Further exploration into real-time experiences across the UK will
be important in shedding light on the impact of gender on acts of
violence and aggression. This work will showcase how private and
public partnerships, technological solutions and data-driven
decisions will contribute to solving the issue.
We need to utilise technology and work collaboratively with
owners and administrators of public spaces to change social norms,
give public space owners the tools to create safer locations, inform
policy and legislative change, and show that every experience
counts and must be addressed.
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SUMMARY OF PILOT
"He leant over me...and wouldn't go away,
even after I repeatedly asked him to leave
me alone. I had to leave the park."
Anonymous Safe & the City report, category 'Stalking/following'

Most frequent locations reported

Breakdown of incidents by category
Taking pictures
5%
Stalking/following
8%

Streets 53%

Indecent exposure
8%

Parks 9%

Spiking drinks
>1%
Commenting/
catcalling/
gestures
42%

Touching/groping
10%

Public transport 9%
Incidents also reported in shopping districts, nightlife
venues, workplaces and other locations.

Other
11%

Sexual assault
16%

Reports plotted against time: the majority of reported incidents were during the
early part of commuting times, with peaks from 6-7am, 11am-12noon and 4-5pm.

6.00-7.00

11.00-12.00

16.00-17.00

Notes & Limitations
This pilot is an analysis of the London-based data within the Safe & the City app from
March to June 2018, and should not be confused with conclusions about the entire UK
population. Data was not collected on any user characteristic, and thus is not disaggregated
by gender. The analysis was kindly provided by volunteers from the University of
Cambridge Masters of Public Policy programme, overseen by the UN Women UK team. All
datapoints were provided on a temporary basis by Safe & the City, fully anonymised and
cleaned to remove duplicates and null datapoints, and categorised by 'type'. The number of
incidents within the app able to be included in this analysis was 394. Location points from
the reports were then mapped to show the geographical locations where reports were made,
as well as being filtered by time of reporting. The full process was then reviewed and
repeated to catch any errors and ensure accuracy.
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HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Take the steps to create safe spaces now
Get involved. We can all do more to take action together. Your support
and commitment can help unearth critical insights into intersectional
women's experiences, with a focus on creating zero-tolerance spaces on
all forms of violence and harassment.
Get active. We need to dig deeper, and whether you are a business
district, a venue or event manager, a public service provider or an
individual with a story to tell, you can be part of the solution by telling
your stories.
Get in touch. Please reach out to us to discuss how you can be part of the
Safe Spaces Now project, and how you can work with Safe & the City's
proprietary technology to create safe spaces faster.
safespacesnow@unwomenuk.org | hello@safeandthecity.com
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UN Women UK
UN Women is the United Nations entity working to accelerate
gender equality at truly every level of society, from grassroots
to government. Its mission is for every woman and girl to have
equal access to Safety, Choice and a Voice.
Safe Spaces Now is a project to bring together stakeholders
from across sectors to accelerate progress towards safety in UK
public spaces. The unique project will Source a growing data
picture of the reality of women's safety, Solve the issues by codesigning solutions based on data with public space owners, and
Scale the model to create lasting change.
www.unwomenuk.org | @unwomenuk

"My journey of building Safe & the City started from
my own experiences of sexual harassment while
navigating London. I saw the opportunity as an
epidemiologist and tech4good enthusiast, to create
a way we can shape the future of safety and
inclusion through our everyday movements."
- Jillian Kowalchuk, Founder, Safe & the City

"Across the globe, women's experiences of unsafety
are so frequent that they become normalised. This
year, we need to do more prevent violence and
harassment because it has a knock-on effect on
health, economic empowerment, autonomy, and
freedom. With this pilot, we're asking people to
step up and take action with us."
- Claire Barnett, Executive Director, UN Women UK

Safe & the City
Safe & the City is a female-founded social enterprise providing
a safer way to stay informed, empowered and have the ability to
transform our cities from our everyday journeys. They work in
partnership with the Metropolitan Police, Mayor of London and
major UK brands.
Businesses can also apply to become a positively marked 'Safe &
the City Safe Site', and to work with the organisation to outline
concerns and measure improvements through their platform.
The data in this report was contributed by Safe & the City, in
addition supporting on the review and writing of pilot findings.
www.safeandthecity.com | @safeandthecity
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